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Abstract: Accurate and fast performance estimation is necessary to drive design space exploration and thus
support important design decisions. Current techniques are either time consuming or not accurate enough. In
this paper, we solve these problems by presenting a hybrid method for multimedia multiprocessor system-on-chip
(MPSoC) performance estimation. A general coverage analysis tool GNU gcov is employed to proﬁle the execution
statistics during the native simulation. To tackle the complexity and keep the analysis and simulation manageable,
the orthogonalization of communication and computation parts is adopted. The estimation result of the computation
part is annotated to a transaction accurate model for further analysis, by which a gradual reﬁnement of MPSoC
performance estimation is supported. The implementation and its experimental results prove the feasibility and
eﬃciency of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction
Performance estimation is becoming a very important and challenging task in heterogeneous multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) design (Posadas
et al., 2004). Accurate and fast performance estimation in an earlier stage is necessary to drive design space exploration, which would avoid costly design process iterations (Gerin et al., 2009) and ﬁt
‡
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tight time-to-market and time window constraints.
Since MPSoC is becoming more and more complex, several abstract models have been employed
(Jerraya and Wolf, 2004). Performance estimation
should take a diﬀerent focus on diﬀerent abstraction levels and be gradually reﬁned. This idea is
inspired by previous research (Keutzer et al., 2000;
Jerraya et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2009). Huang
et al. (2009) introduced a gradual reﬁnement ﬂow using ﬁve diﬀerent abstraction levels, which are, from
high to low, Simulink combined algorithm and architecture model (CAAM), virtual architecture (VA),
transaction accurate (TA), virtual prototype (VP),
and ﬁeld-programming gate array (FPGA) emulation. Fig. 1 shows an example of the reﬁnements of
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Fig. 1 An example of the reﬁnements of the software model

MPSoC design ﬂow with all these abstraction models (or levels). In this paper, CAAM is deﬁned
as a software and hardware combined model, built
from an abstract clock synchronous model (ACSM)
(Han et al., 2006). Compared with data-driven synchronous data ﬂow (SDF), Kahn process networks
(KPN), and other functional models, ACSM is a synchronous model with capability to describe both data
ﬂow and control structure. To some extent, ACSM is
close to homogeneous SDF (HSDF) with additional
control tokens.
A critical issue for MPSoC performance estimation is to evaluate the expected performance early in
the design process without actual hardware implementation (Yang et al., 2010), and using abstraction
level models leads to the results in seconds for cases
in which cycle-accurate simulation takes tens of minutes or hours (Han et al., 2009). The VP model is
not suitable for performance estimation because of
low simulation speed and low abstraction level, and
neither is the FPGA model because of the low level
and diﬃcult implementation. As to the Simulink
CAAM model, architecture mapping has not been
decided, so it is too abstract to analyze. The VA
and TA models are the most attractive for MPSoC
performance estimation.
At the VA level, HW/SW partitioning and resource allocation are made explicit, and the allocation of threads/tasks to a subsystem is also ﬁxed
(Jerraya et al., 2006), which makes VA the highest level that is suitable for performance estimation.

The VA model is composed of some abstract CPU
subsystems communicating with each other via abstract communication channels (Huang et al., 2009)
whose computation part is explicit while the communication part is not. The TA model goes further,
detailing the local architecture of each subsystem in
MPSoC and making the communication model explicit (Han et al., 2009). The computation parts
of the VA model and the TA model are almost the
same, while the communication part of the VA model
is represented by send_data/receive_data and that
of the TA model by write_mem/read_mem because
its memory subsystem and communication channels
are made explicit.
Current MPSoC involves two diﬀerent kinds:
general-purpose multicore architecture like Cortex
A9, and application-speciﬁc MPSoC like applicationspeciﬁc instruction-set processor (ASIP) based MPSoC or ﬁne-grained processing element (PE) based
system-on-chip. This study aims at multimedia application speciﬁc MPSoC performance estimation.
The hardware platform used in this study employs
simple processor architecture and explicit memory
hierarchy. In such an architecture, communication
overhead plays an important role, and this should be
simulated explicitly in TA-level simulation. Computation load is less important and can be abstracted taking advantage of VA-level native simulation. Moreover, Keutzer et al. (2000) showed that
orthogonalization of computation and communication is essential to master system design complexity,
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which inspires us to separate the focuses of performance estimation at diﬀerent abstraction levels. We
thus propose a VA and TA combined strategy to
proﬁle computation load during VA simulation and
annotate it to TA simulation, so as to achieve good
trade-oﬀs between estimation speed and accuracy.
This paper focuses on how to calculate the execution time with MPSoC abstraction models rapidly
and accurately. We use a GNU compiler collection
(GCC) proﬁling tool GNU gcov to collect the execution statistics of the given C code during simulation. GNU gcov is traditionally used to optimize
the application code itself by rewriting the hot spots
for more eﬃcient execution on the target machine
(GNU, 2013). Inspired by Karuri et al. (2005), here
we use it in connection with a C compiler to generate statistics about the execution frequencies of code
lines. To make the simulation fast, we employ native
simulation where the applications are executed on a
workstation or server with x86 CPU (Gerin et al.,
2009). Jerraya et al. (2006) showed that native simulation with the VA model can achieve 100 times
the speed of the TA model with only a 15% accuracy
loss. Thereby, we can estimate the performance with
the MPSoC VA model at high speed, and the result
of its computation part can be annotated to the TA
model. Thus, only the communication part needs
to be analyzed for a more accurate estimation at the
TA level. We call the annotation ﬂow ‘gradual reﬁnement of performance estimation’. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:
1. We propose a proﬁling and annotation combined ﬂow for multimedia MPSoC performance estimation from the VA level to the TA level.
2. We propose a proﬁling based method for VAlevel native simulation. GNU gcov is employed to
proﬁle the execution statistics of the given C code
during native simulation, and runtime performance
analysis is supported, which enables accurate and
fast VA-level performance estimation.
3. We propose an annotation based simulation
method for TA-level transaction accurate simulation. Only the communication latency is reﬁned,
which enables more eﬃcient TA-level performance
estimation.

2 Related work
In the past few years, diﬀerent techniques have
been proposed for heterogeneous MPSoC perfor-
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mance estimation, and most of them fall into three
categories: execution-driven simulation, analytic
method, and a hybrid of both.
Execution-driven simulation is usually used for
design veriﬁcation. For the hardware part, simulation performance depends on the abstraction level,
and for the software part, instruction-set-simulator
(ISS) is the simplest technique (Fummi et al., 2004;
Benini et al., 2005; Filho et al., 2008). Even though
ISS simulation beneﬁts from high accuracy in contrast to other approaches, it suﬀers from such a low
simulation speed, costly setup, and lack of ﬂexibility that it can be employed only in the ﬁnal stage
of the development when the design space has been
signiﬁcantly narrowed down.
To speed up the estimation process, some analytic methods are introduced which remove the need
for the cumbersome simulation. They usually consider all possible paths in the control ﬂow graph
(CFG), and are widely used to calculate the worstcase execution time (WCET) (Wilhelm et al., 2008)
for real-time systems. SymTA/S (Richter et al.,
2003; Henia et al., 2005) is a formal representative
compositional approach, which uses schedulability
analysis techniques. Modular performance analysis
(Wandeler et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2012) is another
compositional approach, which relies on real-time
calculus. Madl et al. (2007) and Yang et al. (2010)
both used an exhaustive enumeration approach to
enumerate all possible event execution paths and
then veriﬁed them. These analytic approaches compute the delays instead of simulating them, and trade
accuracy for estimation cost and speed, which are
more valuable in the early design phases. However,
one problem is their limited ability to carry out the
real workload scenarios. The other drawback is that
they rely only on worst-case analysis, the results of
which are too conservative.
Recently, some hybrid methods have been proposed to resolve performance issues by combining
advantages of simulation-based and analytic approaches. Oyamada et al. (2007; 2008) employed a
cycle-accurate simulator to extract the execution results of a given application, which are used as the
input for neural networks (NNs) for training and
utilization. This kind of NN method can easily
adapt to the non-linear behavior such as pipelines,
branch prediction, and caches, and the estimation
speed is fairly fast. However, it needs a training
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process that is costly and considerably long, and any
architecture modiﬁcation would require a new one.
Piscitelli and Pimentel (2012) interleaved analytic
performance estimations with simulations, providing trade-oﬀ between speed and accuracy, but their
focus is only on design space exploration on systemlevel mapping. To speed up the simulation part, native simulation approaches have been proposed (Gao
et al., 2008; Gerin et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2012),
where software runs on the host machine natively,
whose execution time is usually calculated through
delay-annotation. Schnerr et al. (2008) applied backannotation of WCET/BCET values. Unfortunately,
the WCET/BCET values are not accurate enough
for the real workload as mentioned above. Kirchsteiger et al. (2008) ﬁrst obtained the target assembly codes from the target cross-compiler, and then
analyzed them and generated delay information for
each C-code statement according to the target processor datasheet. After that, the delay information is
annotated to the original C code, which is ﬁnally executed natively to calculate the real delay. The delayannotation techniques could replace the ISS with a
faster and more accurate delay-annotated software
model. However, software codes have to be largely
modiﬁed with delay insertion and the pipeline model
is coarse.
Our work aims at combining the advantages of
analytical and simulation techniques, and providing
high speed and accuracy for eﬃcient performance
estimation. The key idea is to proﬁle the execution
information and calculate the computation load during VA level native simulation, and the results can
be annotated to the TA model, by which the performance estimation is able to be gradually reﬁned.
Compared with previous techniques, ours inserts few
extra codes into the original program codes, and can
provide runtime analysis.

3 Annotation based method at the
transaction accurate level
To gradually reﬁne the MPSoC performance estimation, we use an annotation method among different abstraction levels of MPSoC.
The VA model consists of some abstract CPU
subsystems communicating with each other via
abstract channels, while interconnect components,
memories, and memory mapping are not decided,
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which makes the processors take the responsibility
for all the data transfers of send_data/receive_data
functions. The TA model details the local architecture of each subsystem in MPSoC and makes the
communication protocol explicit. CPU subsystems
communicate with each other via memory subsystems and cycle-accurate communication channels.
Each CPU subsystem of the TA model is composed of
an abstract CPU that provides bus functional model
(BFM) functions and translates them to SystemC
signal-level transactions, local buses and memories,
a mailbox for data synchronization among the CPU
subsystems, an interrupt controller (INTC) to manage external interrupts generated from the mailbox,
local memories, a network interface (NI) to convert
global addresses to local addresses to allow remote
access from other CPU subsystems, and possibly a
direct memory access (DMA) to take responsibility
for data transfers between the local memories and
the global memory, which reduces the burden on
the processor. Thereby, the communication parts
of both intra- and inter-CPU-subsystem are reﬁned
and become closer to the real chip. Performance estimation should then be made again to reﬁne the
result. Since the architecture of each CPU subsystem has already been decided at the VA level, the
computation cost of VA is as accurate as that of TA,
which leads us to annotate the VA performance results of the computation part back to TA. Details
about TA-level simulation and how communication
works can be found in the literature (Jerraya et al.,
2006; Han et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2009).
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the annotation
ﬂow from VA to TA. When prf_end (a proﬁling API
function, explained in Section 4) is called, in the analyzing process the performance results are calculated
and the corresponding codes generated for TA level
performance estimation. If the message type of this
prf_end is assigned 0 (computation), the computation part is commented out, being replaced by
function prf_annotation, which is used only for TA
level performance estimation, whose parameter is the
cycle count cost of the corresponding computation
part.
Fig. 3 illustrates a TA platform using our proﬁling and annotation based performance estimation
method, whose essence is to use computation cost obtained from VA and estimate the communication cost
using cycle approximate simulation. For hardware,
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except for CPUs, all other components are implemented with cycle-accurate SystemC models, using
a bus function model (BFM) and Linux shared memory for communication. For software, it is not necessary to run the computation part, whose cost is
annotated and directly proﬁled. However, the communication part needs to be executed and proﬁled,
because it has some peripheral conﬁguration operations, such as DMA register conﬁguration. Since
our purpose is to estimate the performance instead
of running a veriﬁcation, the exact read/write data
are not important and are substituted by fake ones.

1: int T1_main(){
1: int T1_main(){
2:
for(;;){
2:
for(;;){
3:
receive_data(port0,&E0);
3:
read_mem(addr1,size1,...);
4:
prf_beg(...);
4:
//prf_beg(...);
5:
F1(E0,&E1,&E2);
5:
//F1(E0,&E1,&E2);
6:
F2(E1,&E3,&E4);
6:
//F2(E1,&E3,&E4);
7:
F3(E2,E4,&E5,&E6);
7:
//F3(E2,E4,&E5,&E6);
8:
F4(E3,E5,&E7);
8:
//F4(E3,E5,&E7);
9:
cnt += prf_end(2,0,5,8);Annotation
9:
prf_annotation(xxxxxxx);
10:
send_data(port1,&E7);
write_mem(addr2,size2,...);
to TA10:
11:
prf_beg(...);
11:
//prf_beg(...);
12:
F5(E6,&E8);
12:
//F5(E6,&E8);
13:
cnt += prf_end(2,0,12,12); 13:
prf_annotation(xxxx);
14:
send_data(port2,&E8);
14:
write_mem(addr3,size3,...);
15: ...
15: ...
1: status_t write_mem(...)
2: {
3:
prf_beg (...);
4:
...
n:
cnt += prf_end(...);
n+1:}

1: status_t receive_data(...)
2: {
3:
prf_beg (...);
4:
...
n:
cnt += prf_end (...);
n+1:}

1: status_t read_mem(...)
2: {
3:
prf_beg (...);
4:
...
n:
cnt += prf_end (...);
n+1:}

VA level

4 Profiling based method at the virtual
architecture level
4.1 Workflow
Proﬁling and simulation are a pair of inherent
techniques for acquiring performance information of
an application (Patel and Rajawat, 2011). We apply native simulation to achieve fast execution speed,
and use a mature proﬁling tool, GNU gcov, to obtain
accurate information. Based on these two novel techniques, we can analyze the pipeline in a ﬁne-grained
way at runtime.

TA level

Fig. 2 Annotation ﬂow from the virtual architecture
(VA) level to the transaction accurate (TA) level
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tained in advance from the VA level, and the communication conﬁguration time (e.g., time2 and time5)
is obtained by runtime proﬁling and analyzing.
By adding them, the execution time between two
read/write operations (e.g., time3 obtained by time1
plus time2, and time6 obtained by time4 plus time5)
is obtained and sent to the BFM in hardware simulation of the TA model through the Linux shared
memory. By this means, the native simulation of
application software cooperates with the hardware
simulation of a communication model, which combines computation cost with communication latency
for the overall performance estimation of the system.
Thanks to our annotation technique, the software codes generated during the performance estimation at the VA level can be reused at the TA level
and only the communication part needs to be reﬁned
or rewritten, which makes it faster and more eﬃcient
for performance estimation.

As shown in Fig. 3, the execution time (e.g.,
time1 and time4) of the computation part is ob-

1: status_t send_data(...)
2: {
3:
prf_beg (...);
4:
...
n:
cnt += prf_end(...);
n+1:}
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Fig. 4 presents the four main steps of our estimation method: (1) proﬁling API insertion, (2) double
compilation, (3) runtime performance analysis, and
(4) result annotation.

Inst delay/
Inst Delay/
pipeline
pipeline

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Fig. 4
Workﬂow of the performance estimation
method in this study

In the API insertion phase, some proﬁling API
functions are inserted into the multithread codes
generated by Simulink at the Simulink CAAM level.
Thanks to the API insertion (Section 4.3), the proﬁling and analysis can be done together at runtime,
which makes our method more eﬃcient.
In the double compilation phase, the multithread codes generated in the API insertion phase
are compiled into an executable binary for proﬁling
(EBP) by using GCC coverage parameters (gcov, refer to Section 4.2). Some extra ﬁles of gcov are generated. In addition, an executable binary for analysis
(EBA) is generated from the pipeline analyzer (Section 4.4) by the GCC compiler. As the full name
implies, EBP is responsible for native simulation
while EBA for performance analysis, the generation
of which is called ‘compilation for runtime analysis’
in this study. Meanwhile, a target executable binary
is generated and then disassembled to the target disassembled codes using the tool chain of the target
CPU architecture, such as the cross compiler and
disassembler, the process of which is called ‘compilation for analysis materials’.
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4.2 Gcov
In the runtime performance analysis and annotation phases, both of the generated binary executables are run on the host machine. The performance
results are generated, recorded, updated, and annotated according to the calling of the API functions.
Section 4.3 shows more details.
To ease the native simulation, we adopt a general proﬁling tool GNU gcov. It belongs to source
code level proﬁling which is the most widespread,
and is suitable for our Simulink based design ﬂow
because the multithread codes to be analyzed are
usually in form of C or C++. By using gcov, we can
ﬁnd some basic performance statistics, such as how
often each line of code is executed, and which lines
of code are actually executed.
Two ﬁles generated by gcov play an important
part in our estimation process, named .gcno and
.gcov ﬁles. As shown in Fig. 5, the .gcno notes ﬁle
(here tmp.gcno) is generated when the source ﬁle is
compiled by a GCC compiler with gcov. It contains
information to reconstruct the basic block graphs
and assign source line numbers to blocks. During
the native simulation, gcov creates a log ﬁle named
sourceﬁle.gcov (here foo.c.gcov) which indicates how
many times each line of a source ﬁle sourceﬁle.c (here
foo.c) has been executed (GNU, 2013). The coverage
log ﬁle (.gcov) makes it possible to estimate the execution time of a given application. However, to analyze the performance of the application on the target
platform, we employ the target cross the compiler
and disassembler to generate the disassembled code
where each C-code statement is mapped to its corresponding assembly instructions of the target architecture while keeping the source line number. Given
the coverage log and the disassembled code, we can
analyze the running status of the target pipeline according to the datasheet of the target processor, and
estimate how much computing time each section of
the codes uses. The pipeline analyzer will be explained in Section 4.4.
However, there are two restrictions on the gcov
proﬁling based analysis method. One is that GCC
compiler optimization should not be used if high
accuracy performance estimation is desired. Once
GCC compiler optimization is used, the mapping between C-code statements and their assembly codes
is probably disturbed, which makes the pipeline
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...
/tmp/example/foo.c:4
if(x != 3)
80ea: e4681007subi
r3, r8, 8
80ee: 9360
ld.w
r3,(r3,0x0)
80f0: 3b43
cmpnei r3, 3
80f2: 0c0a
bf
r3, 0x8106
/tmp/example/foo.c:5
y = x*x;
80f4: e4481003 subi
r2, r8, 4
80f8: e4681007 subi
r3, r8, 8
80fc: 9320
ld.w
r1,(r3,0x0)
80fe: 9360
ld.w
r3,(r3,0x0)
8100: 7cc4
mult
r3, r1
8102: b260
st.w
r3,(r2,0x0)
8104: 0408
br
0x8114
/tmp/example/foo.c:7
else
...

foo.asm
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-: 0: Source: tmp.c
-: 0: Graph: tmp.gcno
-: 0: Data: tmp.gcda
-: 0: Runs: 1
-: 0: Programs:1
-: 1:// for the paper
5: 2:void foo (int x, int y)
function main called 5 returned 1
block executed 100%
-: 3:{
5: 4: if(x! = 3)
branch 0 taken 60% (fallthrough)
branch 1 taken 40%
3: 5:
y = x*x;
-: 6:
-: 7: else
2: 8:
y = x + 2;
-: 9:}

foo.c.gcov

Pipeline
analyzer

Performance result

Fig. 5 GNU gcov based proﬁling and analyzing method

analyzer not function well. With our experience
from the experiments, the estimation error caused
by GCC optimization is about 3%–54% according to
the optimization level. If we use the optimization
level (-O1, -O2, -Os) less than (-O3), the estimation
error is not more than 12%, which is suitable for
architecture exploration with horizontal comparison
between diﬀerent architectures in most cases. We do
not suggest using a high optimization level (-O3) in
our work since then a too inaccurate result can be
avoided. The other restriction is that some programming rules must be followed. Since gcov accumulates
statistics by line, it works best with a coding style
that places only one statement on each line. However, rules like this are often violated. To solve the
problem, we adopt a code normalizer to modify the
man-made codes.
There are four kinds of codes that are modiﬁed
by the code normalizer:
1. Multiple assignment statements in one line.
As shown in Fig. 6a, they are distributed to multiple lines, guaranteeing that there is one assignment
statement in one line at the most, which is a basic
rule of the code normalizer.
2. Assignment statement with ternary conditional operator ‘ ?:’. As shown in Fig. 6b, the statement is reconstructed in the form of ‘if/else’ conditional assignment.
3. Conditional branches in the same source code
line. As shown in Fig. 6c, they are distributed.
4. Control structure and assignment statement
in one line. As shown in Fig. 6d, they are also
distributed.

(a)

a = b+c; d = e*f;

a = b+c;
d = e*f;

(b)

a = (b>0) ? c : d;

if(b>0)
a = c;
else
a = d;

(c)

if (x) y = a; else
y = b;

if(x)
y = a;
else
y = b;

(d)

while(x!=1) {y++;}

while(x!=1)
{
y++;
}

Fig. 6 Cases of the code normalizer: (a) two uncorrelated assignment statements in a single line distribute
into two lines; (b) ternary-statement translates into
standard conditional statements; (c) condition statements in a single line distribute into several lines;
(d) control structure and assignment statement distribute into diﬀerent lines

4.3 Profiling API functions
4.3.1 Deﬁnition
The main purpose of proﬁling API functions is
to manage performance estimation tasks required for
native simulation.
Function anl_fork is called at the beginning of
the native simulation, when some environment variables need to be initialized or conﬁgured. It is used
to fork a new child process where the EBP runs from
the parent process in which the EBA runs. We call
the parent process the proﬁling process and the child
process the analyzing process. The analyzing process then keeps waiting for a proﬁling API call from
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// message
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//
computation:
//
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communication:
//
communication:
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communication:
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sln; //
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start line
line number
number
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}}
Profiling API functions

CAAM level

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

int T1_main(){
for(;;){
receive_data(port0,&E0);
prf_beg(...);
F1(E0,&E1,&E2);
F2(E1,&E3,&E4);
F3(E2,E4,&E5,&E6);
F4(E3,E5,&E7);
cnt += prf_end(2,0,5,8);
send_data(port1,&E7);
prf_beg(...);
F5(E6,&E8);
cnt += prf_end(2,0,12,12);
send_data(port2,&E8);
...

1: status_t send_data(port_t *port,void *_src)
2: {
3:
prf_beg (...);
4:
...
n:
cnt += prf_end(port->...->cpu_id,1,4,n-1);
n+1:}
1: status_t receive_data(port_t *port, void *_dest)
2: {
3:
prf_beg (...);
4:
...
n:
cnt += prf_end (port->...->cpu_id,1,4,n-1);
n+1:}

VA level

Fig. 7 Proﬁling API functions insertion

Function anl_join is used to complete the
analyzing process before terminating the whole
simulation.
4.3.2 Insertion
Fig. 8 shows how to insert the proﬁling API
functions into the generated software code stack at
the VA level and TA level, respectively. At the VA
level, API function calls for the performance of computation are inserted into application thread codes
directly, while those calls for the performance of communication are inserted into the abstract communi-
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Thread

Explicit

a proﬁling process as soon as the environment is set
up.
Functions prf_beg and prf_end are used as
starting and ending points for the proﬁling task, respectively. The function prf_beg is able to clean
the previous proﬁling states and prepare a new environment for the subsequent proﬁling task, and the
function prf_end is used to send a message to the
analyzing process to activate it. prf_end is the most
important API function, because it is the only one
that enables interaction between the proﬁling process and the analyzing process. As shown in Fig. 7,
function prf_end carries the following information
for performance analysis: CPU ID is used to inform
the analyzing process which processor architecture
shall be chosen. Message type is employed to indicate whether the codes to be analyzed belong to the
computation or communication part. The number of
the start line and that of the end line are also given
to specify the portion of the codes to be analyzed.
Last but not the least, prf_end is also responsible
for the annotation.

int T1_main(){
for(;;){
receive_data(port0,&E0);
F5(E0,&E1,&E2);
F7(E1,&E3,&E4);
F9(E2,E4,&E5,&E6);
F11(E3,E5,&E7);
send_data(port1,&E7);
F10(E6,&E8);
send_data(port2,&E8);
}
}
HdS_API

Abstract
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T0

T1

Tn

Comp: prf_beg
prf_end
Inserting API call
Comm:prf_beg
prf_end

main
HdS_API

Sync: prf_beg
prf_end

OS:

prf_beg
prf_end

Communication
library

Multithread
library

HAL_API

Abstract thread/
abstract channels

Abstract CPU
(BFM)

VA-level SW stack

TA-level SW stack

Fig. 8 Proﬁling API functions insertion of software
code stack

cation library, like send_data and receive_data. At
the TA level, the same application thread codes are
reused while some main hardware dependent software (HdS) codes are reﬁned for the target platform. Thereby, API function calls for the performance of communication are inserted into the real
communication library, and some other API function calls for the delay cost of synchronization are
also inserted into some event functions in this library,
like sent_event and receive_event. Moreover, some
special API function calls are inserted into the multithread library to calculate OS performance and total
idle time of one processor when no thread is running.
Fig. 7 shows how to insert functions prf_beg
and prf_end from the Simulink CAAM level to the
VA level in more detail. From the viewpoint of the
Simulink CAAM level, prf_beg and prf_end are inserted into the starting and ending points of one port
in the Simulink thread model, respectively. From the
viewpoint of the VA model, prf_beg/prf_end has
been inserted at the top/bottom of each communication or computation block. We take as an example
the computation block that consists of F1, F2, F3,
and F4. At the VA level, a prf_beg has been inserted at line 4 right on top of F1 and a prf_end
has been inserted at line 9 right after F4. The CPU
ID is assigned 2 according to the Simulink model,
the message type is assigned 0 which indicates it is
a computation block, and the portion of the codes
to be analyzed is speciﬁed from line 5 to line 8. For
the communication block, the API insertion makes
no diﬀerence except for the CPU ID that will be
derived from the Simulink structure.
4.3.3 Proﬁling and analyzing
During the native simulation, the proﬁling process and the analyzing process run on the host
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machine. Fig. 9 shows the runtime analysis phase
controlled by the API function call.
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to be analyzed, with the proﬁling result provided by
the proﬁling process and the disassembled codes provided by the compilation for analysis materials. The
analyzing process keeps waiting for and handling the
analysis requests until anl_join is called.
4.4 Pipeline analyzer
As mentioned above, the pipeline analyzer is
used to calculate the cycle cost of each assembly instruction during the analyzing process. In this subsection, we show the functions and the workﬂow of
the pipeline analyzer in detail. As shown in Fig. 10,
the pipeline analyzer consists of three parts: coverage parser, instruction-set lookup-table (ISLT), and
pipeline parser. The coverage parser is employed to
extract the inputs, the ISLT provides the database
for analyzing, and the pipeline parser is employed to
generate the outputs.
4.4.1 Coverage parser

Fig. 9 Runtime analysis phase

After the initialization, the proﬁling process begins to search down the codes to be analyzed. If
a prf_beg is called, some previous proﬁling data
are cleaned, and the subsequent codes are proﬁled
until the corresponding prf_end is called. Obviously, prf_beg and prf_end always come in pairs.
When prf_end is called, the proﬁling process sends
messages and the proﬁling result (ﬁles suﬃxed by
.gcov) to the analyzing process for further analysis.
The proﬁling process keeps snooping and handling
the function calling for prf_beg and prf_end until anl_join is called, which terminates the whole
simulation.
As for the analyzing process, it is forked when
anl_fork is called. After initialization, it keeps waiting for function calling for prf_end. When prf_end
is called, the analyzing process invokes the pipeline
analyzer to estimate the performance of the codes

The coverage parser is designed to parse the information carried by the API function prf_end, such
as the codes to be analyzed and the corresponding
processor model that is executing them, and to extract the execution statistics of each line of the codes
from the .gcov ﬁles. Meanwhile, the corresponding
assembly instructions are extracted from the disassembled codes generated by the target tool chain of
the given processor architecture. If there is no function call in the current line, the pipeline parser is
called to calculate the performance result. If the
current statement calls another function, the coverage parser also parses the .gcov ﬁle of this function
for the pipeline parser.
4.4.2 Instruction-set lookup-table
To calculate the accurate cycle cost of each assembly instruction, the ISLT is employed. This is
extracted from the datasheets of all the processor
architectures provided in the design. Three primary
inﬂuences are taken into consideration: instruction,
pipeline, and memory latency. For instance, Table 1 takes ISLT for the CK803 processor (without
I/D cache). CK803 (C-SKY Microsystems, 2013) is
a low-power, high-performance, and three-pipelinestage processor, and some frequently used instructions in the C-SKY V2 instruction set that is used by
CK803 are listed. For each instruction, its execution
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Coverage
parser
Func1.c: line 6
PC
80d4
80d8
80da
...

Cycles
…
Sil + Ndl +1
...
...

Pipeline
parser

Performance
result
Pipeline
recoder

Type

Inst

Delay

LD.W

Si + Nd + 1

...

-: 0: Source: T1_main.c
T1_main.c.gcov
-: 0: Graph: T1_main.gcno
Func1.c: line 6
-: 0: Data: T1_main.gcda
F1.c.gcov
...
times
3
-: 0: Runs: 4
function F1 called 4 returned 100% blocks
processor 2
-: 0: Programs:1
executed 100%
comp
1
1: 1: int T1_main(){
4: 4: void F1(int d,int *a,int *b){
...
function T1_main called 1 returned
4: 5:100%
if(d>0) {
blocks executed 100%
Branch 0 taken 75% (fallthrough)
Branch 1 taken 25%
4: 2:
for(;;){
3: 6:
*a = d*d + 32*d - 1;
branch 0 taken 100%
3: 7: ...*b = *a*d – 16*d;
branch 1 taken 0% (fallthrough)
p2_sw.asm
-: 8: /tmp/work/func1.c:6
}else{
4: 3:
receive_data(port0,&E0);
*a *a
= d= *16*d
d + 32*d
- 1;
1: 9:
+ 512;
call 0 returned 100%
80d4:
subi r3,
1: 10:
*b =e4681003
*a*d + 32*d
– 1;r8, 4
4: 4:
prf_beg(...);
ld.w r3,(r3, 0x0)
-: 11:
}80d8: 9360
call0 returned 100%
80da: e443001f addi r2, r3, 32
-:
12:
}
4: 5:
F1(E0,&E1,&E2);
80de: e4681003 subi r3, r8, 4
call 0 returned 100%
80e2: 9360
ld.w r3,(r3, 0x0)
4: 6:
F2(E1,&E3,&E4);
80e4: 7cc8
mult r3, r2
call 0 returned 100%
80e6: 5b43
subi r2, r3, 1
4: 7:
F3(E2,E4,&E5,&E6);
80e8: e4681007 addi r3, r8, 8
80ec: 9360
ld.w r3,(r3, 0x0)
call 0 returned 100%
80ee: b340
st.w r2,(r3, 0x0)
4: 8:
F4(E3,E5,&E7);
/tmp/work/func1.c:7
call 0 returned 100%
*b = *a * d – 16*d;
4: 9:
cnt += prf_end (2,0,5,8);
80f0: e4681007 subi r3, r8, 8
call 0 returned 100%
...
4: 10:
send_data(port1,&E7);
call 0 returned 100%
...

Load/Store
...

API call
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Instruction-set
lookup-table

Fig. 10 Workﬂow of the pipeline analyzer

time consists mainly of instruction fetching, memory accessing, and executing. For some coprocessor
instructions, additional time may be added.
Table 1 Instruction-set lookup-table of the CK803
processor
Type

Instruction

Delay

Load/Store

LD.W
ST.W
LDM
STM

S i + Nd + 1
Ni + Nd
Si + Sd + (n − 1)Sd + 1
Ni + Nd + (n − 1)Sd

Data processing

ALU
MULT
MULU

Si
Si + 4
Si + 5

Coprocessor INST

MFCR
MTCR

Si + C
Si + C + 1

The delay of each instruction consists mainly
of three parts, which are instruction prefetch time,
data memory access time, and instruction execution
time. We deﬁne N as the number of cycles for a nonsequential data access of a single memory operation,
and S the number of cycles for a sequential data
access of continuous memory operations. The value
of N may be diﬀerent from that of S for special
bus and memory access. For example, DRAM may
take more cycles to access an address not related to
the previous address. For further reﬁnement at the
TA level, Si and Ni are deﬁned as the cycle costs of
the instruction memory access, while Sd and Nd are
deﬁned as those of the data memory access. What

is more, the cycles of multiple-load/store instruction,
such as LDM or STM of the CK803 processor, involve
the cost of one non-sequential cycle for the ﬁrst data
access and n − 1 (n is the total load/store times in
this instruction) sequential cycles for the subsequent
data access.
As for the instruction execution time, some instructions may need multi-cycle execution time. For
the multiply instruction (MULT), the execution cycle depends on the input data, and it requires four
cycles to complete in the worst case. Parameter C
is used to represent the cycle cost of the coprocessor
instructions.
4.4.3 Pipeline parser
Given the information extracted from the coverage parser, the pipeline parser calculates the cycle cost of each assembly instruction by searching
the ISLT and referring to a pipeline recorder, which
can record the status of the pipeline and imitate its
behavior.
Provided by the ISLT, the cycle cost of an assembly instruction can be computed according to
formula Tinst = Tdelay + Thazard . Here Thazard represents the cycle cost of pipeline stall. The pipeline
recorder is employed to recognize a pipeline stall such
as register hazard.
We take the LD.W instruction in Fig. 10 as an
example. The cycle cost is TLD.W = Si + Nd + 1 (no
hazard). However, it is not the ﬁnal result because
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whether this access is to global memory or local
memory is not established. We assume that a processor fetches most of the data from its local memory,
and that it uses global memory only for communication with the other processors, which is common
in heterogeneous MPSoC design. Even though the
delays of memory accesses are not decided, we can
replace them with parameters. In our VA model,
for the computation part, every memory access is to
the local memory, and the delay is deﬁned as Sil ,
Nil , Sdl , or Ndl , which adds an ‘l’ to the subscript of
the representation of the memory access delay. As
for the communication part, the send_data and receive_data functions are both executed by the CPU
that works like a DMA at the VA level. The instruction memory accesses are also to the local memory, while the data memory accesses depend. In the
send_data function, the read_data memory instructions access only the local memory, whose delay is
deﬁned as Sdl or Ndl , while the write data memory
instructions access only the global memory, whose
delay is deﬁned as Ndg or Sdg , which adds a ‘g’ to
the subscript of the representation of the memory
access delay. As for the receive_data function, all
the data memory accesses are to the global memory. Therefore, the cycle cost of the LD.W in the
computation part is modiﬁed to Sil + Ndl + 1, while
that in the receive_data function will be modiﬁed to
Sil + Ndg + 1.
Equipped with the pipeline parser, the delay
of each assembly instruction can be calculated in a
ﬁne-grained way. There are some parameters in the
result, such as Ndg and Sil , which represent some
factors that cannot be decided at the VA level. However, the result in this form is especially helpful for
design exploration.

5 Environment of use
We have implemented the proposed techniques
in the Simulink-based MPSoC design platform
(Huang et al., 2007; 2009; Han et al., 2009), which
enables systematic and automated MPSoC design
from a high-level algorithm speciﬁcation using the
Simulink environment and SystemC language. As
shown in Fig. 11, this platform works as a typical
Y-chart system-level design ﬂow, which consists of
application and hardware mapping, performance estimation, and performance result feedback (Kienhuis
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et al., 1997; Keutzer et al., 2000). The workﬂow of
this platform is composed of four stages: Simulink
modeling, computation-accurate performance estimation, cycle-approximate performance estimation,
and cycle-accurate performance evaluation.
Application
Hardware architecture
Simulink modeling

HW/SW
architecture
exploration

Simulink application model
Application/architecture mapping
Simulink CAAM
Simulink parsing

Simulink
modeling
Performance
results

Colif CAAM

HW architecture generator

Multithread code generator

Computation-accurate
performance estimation
Virtual architecture HW/SW model
Profiling-based simulation & analysis
Computation load
annotation

Transaction accurate HW/SW model

Annotation-based simulation & analysis

Cycle-approximate
performance estimation
Virtual prototype HW/SW model

Cycle-accurate
performance
verification

FPGA HW/SW implementation

Fig. 11 Simulink-based MPSoC HW/SW co-design
framework

In the stage of Simulink modeling, there are
two inputs: hardware architecture and application
model. After application and architecture mapping,
we can obtain a CAAM to specify abstract hardware
and software architecture. The Simulink parser traverses an input Simulink CAAM and generates an
intermediate representation in Colif (Cesário et al.,
2001) for easy data manipulation. The Simulink
parser also resolves the implicit types of Simulink
links with type analysis, and its results are used in
generating thread codes and implementing communication channels. Based on Colif CAAM, the hardware architecture generator generates multiprocessor
hardware architecture models at three diﬀerent abstraction levels, which are VA, TA, and VP. On the
other hand, the multithread code generator produces
embedded software stacks executing on the generated multiprocessor architecture models at the three
diﬀerent abstraction levels.
The next stage is computation-accurate performance estimation for early large-scale coarse-grained
architecture exploration aiming at computation reﬁnement. The proﬁling-based technique is used
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in hardware and software co-simulation on the VA
model. Taking advantage of the simulation and analysis combined method, we can obtain two kinds of result: a system performance result and a computation
load of diﬀerent functions. The performance results
of the computation-accurate system can be fed back
to help hardware/software architecture exploration
obtain a better mapping model in the Simulink modeling stage.
The annotation-based technique is used in hardware and software co-simulation on the TA model.
The function-level computation load results are
annotated into the simulation with the communication model. The output of this performance estimation is cycle-approximate for small-scale ﬁne-grained
architecture exploration aiming at communication
reﬁnement.
The stage of cycle-accurate performance veriﬁcation takes advantage of low-level VP model simulation and FPGA emulation to obtain cycle-accurate
performance evaluation to check if the ﬁnal performance result meets the design constraints.

6 Experiments
6.1 Experimental settings
In the experiments, we have adopted a ﬂexible
MPSoC software and hardware platform with good
scalability and strong conﬁgurability. As shown in
Fig. 12, the hardware platform consists of CPU subT2

T1

systems, a memory subsystem, and an interconnection subsystem. Each CPU subsystem uses a 32-bit
local bus to connect one processor with other local components and a memory service access point
(MSAP) (Han et al., 2004) to connect an external 64bit AXI (ARM, 2003) bus-based distributed memory
server (DMS) interconnecting network. The memory
subsystem uses a 64-bit local bus to connect an onchip global SRAM (GMEM) and an oﬀ-chip 16-bit
DDR3 DRAM. The DMS acts as a server that provides the communication/synchronization services to
the clients, that is, subsystems in an MPSoC. Each
MSAP delivers data transfer requests issued by its
corresponding subsystem to another MSAP via the
control network. It also exchanges synchronization
information, which indicates the completion of request handling, with other MSAPs via the control
network. This platform has good scalability, capable of accommodating eight CPU subsystems. During architecture exploration, we can repartition the
application with diﬀerent thread numbers and also
assign the tasks to diﬀerent processors taking advantage of a load-balance strategy to achieve better performance. Global FIFO (GFIFO) mechanism is used
for inter-processor communication and those buﬀers
for thread communication. The platform also provides conﬁgurable HWFIFO for fast data synchronization from a real-time requirement. The software
platform consists of thread codes, CPU main codes,
and the HdS library on target CPU.
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CPU n
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Fig. 12 MPSoC software and hardware platform template
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We apply the Simulink-based MPSoC design
platform using the proposed techniques in diﬀerent MPSoC architectures with a 10-frame QVGA
Motion-JPEG decoder and a 10-frame CIF MPEG2
video decoder. The Simulink functional model of
Motion-JPEG decoder consists of 7 S-functions, 7
delays, 26 data links, and 4 if-action-subsystems
(IASs). The Simulink functional model of the
MPEG2 video decoder is more complicated with 49
S-functions, 18 delays, 186 data links, 28 IASs, 4
for-iteration subsystems (FISs), and 72 pre-deﬁned
Simulink blocks. Using the Simulink-based design
platform, Simulink functional models are partitioned
into a diﬀerent number of threads and mapped into
a 2–8-processor MPSoC hardware platform. The
number of threads is scalable using the coarse or
ﬁne-granularity partition strategy on the Simulink
CAAM. Fig. 13 shows an example of a 7-thread MJPEG model mapped on a 4-processor MPSoC hardware platform.

Processor 1

Processor 2

Processor 3

Processor 4

DPCM
VLD

ZigZag
scan

Thread 1

Thread 2

Thread 3
RLC

IQ

IDCT_H

IDCT_V

Thread 5

Thread 6

Thread 7

Thread 4

Fig. 13 Example of M-JPEG Simulink CAAM with
mapping information

To eﬃciently evaluate the proposed method
and its implementation, the architecture exploration
tool in the Simulink-based MPSoC design platform
uses the performance results fed back from diﬀerent
sources: VA, TA, and VP. As shown in Table 2, according to diﬀerent sources for early or late stage in
architecture exploration, we classify the estimation
scheme into four diﬀerent sets: TA, VP, TA+VP, and
VA+TA. The ﬁrst three schemes have been used for
performance estimation and architecture exploration
in previous work on the Simulink-based design platform (Han et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2009). The
last scheme takes advantage of the proﬁling- and
annotation-based techniques in the Simulink-based
MPSoC design platform as described in Sections 3
and 4. In the experiments, given two decoder applications, these four schemes are used to estimate performance and explore architecture in the Simulinkbased MPSoC design platform.
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Table 2 Estimation scheme at diﬀerent architecture
exploration stages
Estimation
scheme
TA
VA
TA+VP
VA+TA

Scheme
Early large-scale
coarse-grained

Late small-scale
ﬁne-grained

TA
VP
TA
VA+Proﬁling-based
technique

TA
VP
VP
TA+Annotation-based
technique

6.2 Experimental results
We compare the experimental results of two
key design eﬃciency factors, speed and accuracy, to
show the feasibility and eﬀectiveness of the proposed
techniques.
6.2.1 Estimation speed
We use the total time of running the simulation
and analysis on the host machine as the estimation
time to evaluate the design speed. The host machine
used in this experiment is four six-core Intel Xeon
X5690 CPUs running at 3.47 GHz. As shown in
Fig. 14a, given 4-processor MPSoC architecture, the
average estimation time for 10-frame M-JPEG decoding with diﬀerent estimation schemes, shows extremely diﬀerent speeds. The most time-consuming
scheme is VP, 2656.0 s, almost 177 times slower than
the VA+TA scheme. After using the TA model
for performance estimation in the early exploration
stage, the average estimation time is very much reduced to 752.8 s because TA model simulation is
much faster than VP-level simulation. If we use TA
model simulation for both early coarse-grained exploration and later ﬁne-grained exploration stages,
the time consumed with the TA scheme is further
cut to 103.6 s. Taking advantage of the proposed
techniques, VA model simulation and analysis is used
for the early exploration stage and TA model simulation speed is improved based on the annotation technique. The average estimation time of the VA+TA
scheme is reduced to 15.2 s. In another experiment
of MPEG2, the experimental results show a similar reduction ratio comparing the VA+TA scheme
with the other three schemes. Fig. 14b shows the
comparison of estimation time given diﬀerent processor numbers from 2 to 8 in M-JPEG and MPEG2
decoder applications. The estimation time of the
VA+TA scheme is changed less with the increasing
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Fig. 14 Experimental results on estimation time: (a) estimation time of four diﬀerent schemes for 10-frame MJPEG and MPEG2 decoding; (b) estimation time of the VA+TA scheme given diﬀerent numbers of processors
in M-JPEG and MPEG2 decoder applications; (c) total time for four diﬀerent schemes for MPSoC architecture
exploration given 2, 3, and 4 processors in the M-JPEG decoder application; (d) total time for four diﬀerent
schemes for MPSoC architecture exploration given 4 to 8 processors in the MPEG2 decoder application

processor number, which indicates good scalability in
estimating the MPSoC platform with diﬀerent processor numbers.
To prove the feasibility of our work in architecture exploration, we obtain the total time consumption of the whole architecture exploration with
diﬀerent strategies, such as task mapping, processor
types, and communication mechanisms given an MPSoC hardware platform. As shown in Fig. 14c, we
run the automatic architecture exploration based on
performance feedback in 2-, 3-, and 4-processor MPSoC hardware platforms. The experimental results
show that the total time of VP is almost 15 833 s
given a 2-processor MPSoC platform while it is increased to 38 527 s given a 4-processor MPSoC. Similarly, the other two schemes, TA and TA+VP, show
that the total time is much increased when more processors are used. The result of the VA+TA scheme
remains signiﬁcant and even doubles if the processor
number is increased, because the increasing processor number enlarges the design space of architecture
exploration.
Another experiment on MPEG2 further shows
the feasibility and eﬃciency of the VA+TA scheme
with the proposed techniques. As shown in Fig. 14d,
the optional MPSoC hardware platform has 4 to 8

processors because of the greater possibility of being
parallelized in the MPEG2 function model. According to the complexity of the MPEG2 algorithm, the
speed of the VP scheme is very slow, needing 53 h
to explore the architecture given a 4-processor MPSoC platform. This is obviously an unacceptably
long time. Moreover, it becomes worse when more
processors are used, up to almost 7 d given an 8processor MPSoC platform. We also see that the
speed of the TA scheme is still too slow, about 3.2 h
for an 8-processor MPSoC, which is also not ﬁt to architecture exploration if more exploration strategies
are used. However, the experiment of VA+TA shows
a much better result on the total time consumed by
architecture exploration, less than 75 min given a
hardware platform with 4 to 8 processors. Furthermore, compared with the M-JPEG case, it is found
that the total time curve of the VA+TA scheme keeps
a similar changing trend in the MPEG2 experiment,
which means that this scheme works eﬃciently with
the increasing complexity of the functional model.
6.2.2 Estimation accuracy
Estimation accuracy is another key point in eﬃcient architecture exploration. In this experiment we
use the estimated total number of execution cycles
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Fig. 15 Experimental results on estimation accuracy: (a) estimation error of TA and VA+TA with diﬀerent
numbers of processors and threads for the M-JPEG decoder application; (b) estimation error of TA and
VA+TA given a 6-processor platform with 6 to 16 threads for the MPEG2 decoder application; (c) MPEG2
decoder architecture exploration on the 6-processor platform taking advantage of VP, VA+TA, and TA,
respectively

of decoding a 10-frame M-JPEG or MPEG2 stream
as the performance result. The strategy of VP takes
advantage of the cycle-accurate VP model to obtain
exact performance results in a low-level simulation.
Therefore, we consider it as the reference to check
the accuracy error of other strategies. Fig. 15a shows
a comparison of the M-JPEG decoder performance
estimation accuracy error between TA and VA+TA
with diﬀerent processor or thread numbers. Both
strategies provide an estimation accuracy error of
less than 10%. The strategy of VA+TA gains a better accuracy error at 4%–5%, compared with around
9% of the strategy of TA. The error grows a little with the increasing processor number because of
the communication contention error caused by more
memory access in parallel during TA simulation. The
estimation error of the computation load of diﬀerent
processors may worsen the error of communication
contention. In another experiment of MPEG2 decoding (Fig. 15b), the accuracy error is around 4% for
the strategy of VA+TA, while the error of the strategy of TA grows rapidly with the increasing thread
number. The strategy of VA provides almost the
same error even as the application function becomes
more complicated. Furthermore, its error is less sensitive to thread partition and mapping due to the
fact that both dynamic and static factors are considered during proﬁling-based simulation and analysis.

However, the strategy of TA uses only trace-based
simulation and is not ﬁt to the situation if thread partition and mapping are changed. As the experimental results show, the error of 16-thread estimation is
almost twice that of 6-thread estimation, which becomes unacceptable if the number of threads keeps
increasing.
The experimental results shown in Fig. 15c
give the estimated performance point of each architecture during MPEG2 decoder architecture exploration on a 6-processor platform taking advantage
of the strategies VP, TA, and VA+TA, respectively.
The whole exploration process consists of two stages:
the ﬁrst is to use diﬀerent partition and mapping
strategies with 6 to 16 threads for early exploration
of computation optimization, and the second is to explore diﬀerent communication mechanisms for communication optimization. We see that the process of
the ﬁrst exploration stage is similar between VP and
VA+TA. There are in total 35 architectures explored
during architecture exploration using the strategy of
VP for performance estimation. This number is increased to 36 using the strategy of VA+TA because
of the performance estimation error. As for the ﬁnal
architecture of the ﬁrst exploration stage, VP and
VA+TA obtain the same result as a 12-thread partition and the same mapping. However, the strategy
of TA provides a quite diﬀerent process of the ﬁrst
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exploration stage with a total of 49 architectures explored. Its ﬁnal architecture of this stage is a 16thread partition, far from the result obtained by the
strategy of VP, which indicates that the strategy of
TA cannot be eﬀectively used in architecture exploration. In the second stage of communication optimization, we see that the architecture exploration result curves of three strategies show a similar change
because the same communication model is used in
these three strategies. After the second exploration
stage, we can obtain the same communication architecture using the strategies of VA+TA and VP.
However, even given the similar change in the exploration curve, the strategy of TA still gives a diﬀerent
communication architecture result with more hardware FIFO channels. Thereby, we can see that the
strategy of VA+TA is able to estimate the architecture accurately while maintaining a fast estimation
speed, which very much improves the eﬃciency of
architecture exploration.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a proﬁling and annotation combined MPSoC performance estimation
methodology and workﬂow from the VA level to the
TA level. At the VA level, the accurate computation cost is obtained and annotated to the TA level.
At the TA level, the communication latency is reﬁned using an annotation based simulation method,
which makes it more eﬃcient for performance estimation. A series of experiments show the feasibility
and eﬃciency of the proposed proﬁling and annotation combined performance estimation framework.
In future work, we will extend the performance
estimation ﬂow to the Simulink CAAM level analysis. The computation cost obtained at the VA level,
the communication latency obtained at the TA level,
and the coverage statistics will be analyzed and fed
back to the Simulink model. By using the annotated
Simulink model, the designer can reﬁne the architecture in a more intuitive way.
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